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PISA assessment items 

• Go to www.menti.com and enter the code 955439 

• Please enter THREE  words or phrases about the object of assessment 

 

What is the object of assessment in this item?  

955439 



Background 

• ‘Doing science’ is one of the 

goals of science education 

(Hodson, 2014) 

 

• Scientific inquiry is one of the 

curriculum emphases in the 

HKDSE Biology Curriculum 

(HKCDC & HKEAA, 2007) 

 

 



Literature review 

• Assessment of practical work has been an issue of intensive debate 

in the science education literature (Abrahams, Reiss & Sharpe, 

2013).  

• “In order for assessment to be effective, it is necessary to know what 

is being assessed, be that…” (Abrahams, Reiss & Sharpe, 2013, p. 

210) 

 



Literature review 

• Gott and Murphy (1987) argue against a skill-based approach in 

doing problem-solving tasks in the context of practical work 

 



Literature review 

• Robert and Gott 

(2003) propose that 

“a body of 

knowledge that has 

a status in its own 

right” (p.117) is 

needed for problem 

solving in science. 

 

Concept of 
evidence 

Description 

Associated with design 
Variable 

identification 
Understanding the idea of a variable and identifying the relevant variable to change 
(the independent variable) and to measure, or assess if qualitative (the dependent 
variable) 

Fair test Understanding the structure of the fair test in terms of controlling the necessary 
variables and the importance that the control of variables has in relation to the 
validity of any resulting evidence 

Sample size Understanding the significance of an appropriate sample size to allow for instance for 
random or biological variation 

Variable types Understanding the distinction between categoric, discrete, continuous and derived 
variables and how they link to different graph types 

Associated with measurement 
Relative scale Understanding the need to choose sensible values for quantities so that resulting 

measurements will be meaningful: for instance, a large quantity of chemical in a small 
quantity of water, causing saturation, will lead to difficulty in differentiating the 
dissolving times of different chemicals 

Range and interval Understanding the need to select a sensible range of values of the variables within the 
task so that the resulting line graph consists of values which are spread sufficiently 
widely and reasonably spaced out, so the 'whole' pattern can be seen; a suitable number 
of readings is therefore also subsumed in this concept 

Choice of 
instrument 

  

Understanding the relationship between the choice of instrument and the required 
scale, range of readings required, and their interval (spread) and accuracy 

Repeatability 
  

Understanding that the inherent variability in any physical measurement requires a 
consideration of the need for repeats 

Accuracy 
  

Understanding the appropriate degree of accuracy that is required to provide reliable 
data which will allow a meaningful interpretation 

Associated with data handling 
Tables Understanding that tables are more than ways of presenting data after it has been 

collected; they can be used as ways of organizing the design and subsequent data 
collection and analysis in advance of the whole experiment  

Graph type Understanding that there is a close link between graphical representation and the type 
of variable they are to represent: for example, a categoric independent variable such as 
type of surface, cannot be displayed sensibly in a line graph; the behaviour of a 
continuous variable on the other hand is best shown in a line graph 

Patterns Understanding that patterns represent the behaviour of variables and that they can be 
seen in patterns in tables and graphs 

Multivariate data Understanding the nature of multivariate data and how particular variables within 
those data can be held constant to discover the effect of one variable on another 

Retrieved from: Millar, R., Lubben, F., Got, R., & 

Duggan, S. (1994). Investigating in the school science 

laboratory: Conceptual and procedural knowledge and 

their influence on performance. Research Papers in 

Education, 9(2), 207-248.  



Literature review 

• Procedural understanding needs to be taught explicitly for students 

to become biologically literate (Gott & Duggan, 1996; Roberts, 2001)   

 

• Procedure understanding has informed US’s Framework for K-12 

Science Education and was adopted in PISA 2015 Science 

Framework 

 

 

 

 



Literature review 

• A list of concepts of evidence produced in collaboration with 

teachers (funded by AQA) which are considered appropriate to 

GCSE science in the UK 

 

 

 



Research aims 

1. To analyse the Hong Kong Diploma of Education (HKDSE) written 

examination to reveal what is assessed in the public examination 

2. To examine in-service biology teachers’ perceptions on what should 

be assessed regarding assessment of practical work 

 

Research questions 
1. What concepts of evidence have been assessed in the HKDSE 

Biology Written Examination papers? 

2. What concepts of evidence are considered as important to be 

assessed in HKDSE Written Examination by in-service Biology 

teachers? 

3. What are the reasons for the teachers’ assessment decisions?  

 



Teachers’ assessment 

decision 

• Follow-up interviews 

Research questions 

1. What concepts of evidence have been assessed in the HKDSE 

biology written examination papers? 

2. What concepts of evidence are considered as important to be 

assessed in the HKDSE biology written examination by in-service 

biology teachers? 

3. What are the reasons for the teachers’ assessment decisions? 

Concepts of evidence being 

assessed in the public 

examination 

• Content analysis of the biology 

written examination papers 

Concepts of evidence 

considered to be important 

to be assessed by teachers 

• Questionnaires 

 

Stage I 

Stage II 

Methods 



Stage I: Analysis of DSE questions 

• HKDSE questions from 2012-2016 including sample and practice 

paper that involve practical work were selected for analysis 

• These questions are categorized according to the analytical 

framework built from Gott et al. (2002) 



Directions: Questions 11 and 12 refer 
to the following experiment.  A student 
put two similar plants in darkness for 24 
hours and then placed them in the 
following set-ups to conduct an 
investigation on photosynthesis: 

After the iodine test, the leaf taken from 
set-up A was brown while the leaf taken 
from set-up B was blue-black.  Which 
of the following conclusions can be 
drawn from the results? 

A. Light is necessary for 
photosynthesis. 

B. Carbon dioxide is necessary for 
photosynthesis. 

C. Both light and carbon dioxide are 
necessary for photosynthesis. 

D. Photosynthesis occurs in the plant in 
set-up B but not in set-up A. 

 

Stage I: Analysis of DSE questions 

An example  



Findings 

Concepts of evidence 
Sample 
paper 

Practice 
paper 

DSE 
2012 

DSE 
2013 

DSE 
2014 

DSE 
2015 

DSE 
2016 

Frequency 
(%) 

V
ar

ia
b

le
 

st
ru

ct
u

re
  

1 Variable identification 1 1 2 3 1 1 2 11 (12.5%) 
2 Variable types 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (0.0%) 
3 Multivariate designs 0 1 1 1 0 0 4 7 (8.0%) 
4 Fair test 2 1 0 0 1 2 0 6 (6.8%) 

5 
Control group 
experiments 

0 1 0 1 1 0 1 5 (5.7%) 

D
ec

is
io

n
 

an
d

 t
ri

al
s 

6 Trial run 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (0.0%) 
7 The sample 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 (2.3%) 
8 Relative scale 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 (1.1%) 
9 Range and interval 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (0.0%) 

10 Choice of instrument 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 3 (3.4%) 

R
el

ia
b

ili
ty

 
o

f 
d

at
a 11 

Reliability and validity of 
the design 

0 2 0 1 2 1 1 6 (6.8%) 

12 Repeatability 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (0.0%) 

D
at

a 
h

an
d

lin
g 

13 Constructing tables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (0.0%) 
14 Limitation of tables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (0.0%) 
15 Graph type 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 4 (4.5%) 

16 
Statistical treatment of 
measurements of data 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (0.0%) 

17 
Patterns 

  
8 5 5 5 8 5 7 43 (48.9%) 

18 
Anomalous data 

  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (0.0%) 

19 Best fit line 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (0.0%) 



Findings 

• Certain concepts of evidence are frequently assessed  

• There is an uneven distribution of assessment of 

different concepts of evidence in exam paper 

– much more attention on concepts of evidence 

related to data handling and variable structures  

– less attention on those related to reliability of data 

and decision and trials   



Stage I: Questionnaire 

• 40 completed questionnaire were received from in-service 

teachers in two EDB workshops 

 

For Items 1 to 19, list 3 items that you think should be given the highest 

priority in the HKDSE Biology written paper:  

Item (     ), Item (     ), Item (     ) 



Findings 

Concepts of evidence 

Teachers (%) a who selected 
the items as the top-three to 

assessed in HKDSE biology 
written paper (N=40)  

Ranking b 

V
ar

ia
b

le
 

st
ru

ct
u

re
 

1 Variable identification 85.0% 1st  
2 Variable types 5.00% 6th 
3 Multivariate designs 2.50% 7th 

4 Fair test 75.0% 2nd  
5 Control group experiments 72.5% 3rd 

D
ec

is
io

n
 a

n
d

 
tr

ia
ls

 

6 Trial run 0.00% 8th 
7 The sample 0.00% 8th 
8 Relative scale 2.50% 7th 
9 Range and interval 2.50% 7th 

10 Choice of instrument 5.00% 6th 

R
el

ia
b

ili
ty

 
o

f 
d

at
a 11 Reliability and validity of the design 20.0% 4th 

12 Repeatability 2.50% 7th 

D
at

a 
h

an
d

lin
g 

13 Constructing tables 5.00% 6th 
14 Limitation of tables 2.50% 7th 
15 Graph type 5.00% 6th 

16 
Statistical treatment of 
measurements of data 

0.00% 8th 

17 Patterns 15.0% 5th 
18 Anomalous data 0.00% 8th 
19 Best fit line 0.00% 8th 



Findings  

• Teachers perceived that it is most important to 

assess concepts of evidence such as variable 

identification, fair test and control experiment  

• Some discrepancies between the concepts of 

evidence assessed in the public examination 

and those considered important for assessment 

by in-service teachers  

 



Stage II: Follow-up interviews 

• 15 teachers were interviewed within two months after the 

completion of the questionnaires 

 

 

 

You have selected items (___, ___ and ___) as the most important 

items to assess in the HKDSE Biology written paper. Can you 

explain your choice?  



Findings  

一開初老師教SBA, 第一
樣野要同佢地review返
佢以前低年級，… form 
one, form two, form 
three佢地做實驗所有關
於variable定義，其實呢
d定義由好低班開始做
science report, project，
已經apply緊。(Teacher 
No.13, item 1) 

 
 
 

 

fair test啦，基本上呢一個係…我
諗作為一個science 

ge…practical…或者experiment

黎講係一個根本黎ge，即係
最…fundamental ge一個概念黎
ge …咁同埋我諗…即係就算由中
一開始去問呢，咁其實d學生都係
未掌握得到，… 其實我覺得去到
就算係中六佢地都掌握唔到lo… 

(Teacher No.12, item 5) 

Continuation of the ideas 

introduced in the junior form 
Students’ common weaknesses 

Fundamental concepts for 

conducting practical work  



第一其實就係variables啦，我真係覺得而家
DSE經常性考嗰啲題目呢，MC又或者係
structural question，有關practical 嘅問題，
都會有考variables囉，… 即係因為依樣野要
mark嘅，好緊要嘅。(Teacher No.5, item 1) 

 

 

Findings  

Assessment focus of public 

examination 



因為佢地學ge science training係fundamental，其
實佢…佢好多係…唔係咁全面㗎，所以我…係lo，
但係…如果你話去到中學教育呢…咁佢…可能係對
中學嗰個考評ge時候呢，我覺得對學生公平d就
係…基礎性個度反而對佢地會係…容易掌握lo，即

係我都係考慮到對學生嗰個要求係咪合適呀，個
把尺呀，正如我地有陣時… (Teacher No.14, item 1) 

 

Findings 

Appropriate level of difficulty 



咁多個入面我揀第一個係17, 因為呢一個比較第一等, 相比
起1, 5係比較高等, 第二例如一個科學家佢識得設計實驗, 
但係佢攞咗啲實驗結果返嚟唔識得分析, 又係白做, 所以我
對17嘅理解就係有啲實驗嘅數據出咗嚟, 佢要從中睇得到
一啲關係, 或者能夠攞得到一啲結論, 我覺得呢一個都係做
science research或者science studies本身最重要嘅元素。
(Teacher No.9, item 17) 

 

Findings  

Critical concepts for handling and 

interpreting experimental data 



Category 1: Intrinsic values of the concepts of evidence 

• Fundamental concepts for conducting practical work 

• Essence of having comparison to obtain valid experimental results 

• Critical concepts for handling and interpreting experimental data 

• Important concepts for understanding the principles and limitations of the 

experiments 

Category 2: Factors related to students’ learning 

• Continuation of the ideas introduced in the junior form 

• Students’ common weaknesses 

• Appropriate level of difficulty 

Category 3: Factors related to assessment 

• Assessment focus of public examination 

• Differentiating power  

 

Findings  



Findings 

• Some participants seem to hold the 

perception that only basic concepts of 

evidence (e.g., variables, fair test) should 

be assessed in the public examination 



Discussion and Implications 

• The findings are contrary to the common belief 

“teaching to the test”; there is an discrepancy 

between what is assessed in the DSE paper and 

what is considered important to assess by the 

interviewed in-service biology teachers  

• Some teachers interviewed mostly perceived the 

importance of assessing basic concepts of 

evidence (i.e., concepts of evidence) which has 

been the focus of the junior science curriculum 

 

 



Discussion and Implications 

• Prior studies pointed out that students require more 

scaffolding in acquiring concepts of evidence required for 

more sophisticated experimental design (Arnold, Kremer 

& Mayer, 2014)  

 

 

 

Aspects Concepts of evidence 

Basic design of 

investigation 

Dependent 

Independent variables 

Further 

refinement of 

investigation 

Range and interval,  

Test times, periods, repetitions 



Discussion & Implications 

The findings challenge education professionals to devise 

ways: 

• to address gaps in what is assessed in public 

examination and teachers’ perception of what needs to 

be assessed in terms of concept of evidence 

• to provide better support to teachers to extend their 

scope of teaching of concepts of evidence that goes 

beyond what is intended in the junior science curriculum 

to ensure student progression in learning of concepts of 

evidence 

 

 



 

Question & Answer 
 


